
Увага1. Завдання для повторення та опрацювання роздрукувати та 
виконувати на цих же аркушах. Роботи здати у перший день виходу з 
карантину( 03.04.2020).  Лексичний та граматичний матер1ал  можна 
знайти на стор1нках SB p.79-96,WB p.82-85. 
 
Vocabulary 
 

 Life events 

 

 A Fill in: a family, divorced, house, a promotion, married, fired, abroad, your own business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Annoying / Bad habits 

 

 B Fill in: slurp, release, laugh, feel, gossip, lose, sink, chat, let, sneeze. 

 

 1 Whenever Carl is angry, he goes running to …………………………… off steam. 

 2 Karen’s jokes are so funny – she makes me …………………………… my head off. 

 3 It was my turn to do the washing up and when I saw the huge pile of dirty dishes, I felt my 

heart …………………………… . 

 4 Please eat properly – it’s rude to …………………………… your soup. 

 5 The girls in my class …………………………… about others and make up stories about 

people. 

 6 My brothers were being naughty and their bad behaviour made my dad 

…………………………… his temper. 

 7 It makes me angry when people …………………………… on their mobile phones in the 

cinema. 

 8 Can we sit inside? I have hay fever and the flowers in your garden make me 

…………………………… . 

 9 I …………………………… sorry for Anna – she’s broken her leg and she’ll be on crutches for 

the whole summer holiday. 

 10 Writing a blog is a way for Kevin to …………………………… his anger about the things 

which annoy him. 

 

 

get 

start 

move 



Hi guys! 

As you know, I’m studying Art History at university. Last year, I took part in an exchange 

programme and spent six months in Florence, Italy. It was a great learning 1) ………………….. 

and gave me the chance to actually see some of the beautiful 2) ………………….. we had been 

studying in class for myself.  

I didn’t have a problem with the language, because my mother is Italian, but I did find it hard to get 

used to the hot 3) ………………….. – it was over 40°C sometimes! People coped with the heat by 

taking an afternoon 4) ………………….., something which I started doing myself! I did have 

difficulty understanding the social 5) ………………….., though – I embarrassed myself a few times 

by doing the wrong thing, but luckily no one was offended! 

Has anyone else experienced life in a different 6) …………………..? Tell me your story!  

Alex 

Hi Alex! 

I went to Peru for six weeks last summer to teach English in a tiny village in the mountains. I was 

very nervous when I arrived, but I stayed with a lovely host 7) ………………….. who made me feel 

like I was one of their own children. I don’t speak much Spanish, so the most 8) ………………….. 

part for me was understanding the language. I thought I would find it hard to make 

9) ………………….. because of this, but I needn’t have worried – everyone wanted to ask me 

questions because I was from a 10) ………………….. place. I was hardly alone for a moment! 

When I left, the children I had been teaching asked me to come back again next summer – it was a 

great 11) ………………….. to know that they had enjoyed the lessons as much as I had! 

Jess 

 C Match the two columns. 

 

1  bad a customer 

2  table b odour 

3  final c section 

4  difficult d habits 

5  food e straw 

6  public f breaths 

7  deep g manners 

8  body h transport 

 

 

 Culture shock 

 

 D Read the blog and fill in: etiquette, feeling, family, opportunity, weather, culture, 

challenging, foreign, architecture, siesta, friends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 E Fill in: treats, struggle, improve, try, study, go. 

 

 1 Paul is learning Portuguese, so he went to Brazil for the summer to ………………………….. 

his language skills. 

 2 This course offers students the chance to ………………………….. abroad for a year. 

 3 I spend a lot of time at my cousins’ house – my aunt ………………………….. me like one of 

her own children. 

 4 I hear you’re thinking of spending a year in Paris. I think you should ………………………….. 

for it! 

 5 In India, you’ll have the chance to ………………………….. spicy food. 

 6 Tina doesn’t speak much German, so she might ………………………….. with the language 

during her holiday in Berlin. 

 

 

 

 

 F Replace the underlined words/phrases with an adjective from the list 

below. 

 

  overwhelming, rewarding, self-confident, patient, outgoing 

 

 1 Teaching English to children in China was a(n) fulfilling experience. 

 2 Maria is a(n) sociable person who makes friends easily. 

 3 John has become more sure of himself after spending a year abroad.  

 4 At first, Michelle found living in another country overpowering, but after a while she began to 

enjoy herself. 

 5 Robin is calm when waiting for things, which is why he is such a good teacher. 

 

 



 Social etiquette 

 

 G Label the pictures. 

 

  • handshake  • point at somebody  • hug   • make eye contact   

  • kiss on cheek   • give a thumbs up 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1 ……………………..………………  2 ……………………..……………… 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3 ……………………..………………  4 ……………………..……………… 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5 ……………………..………………  6 ……………………..……………… 

 



 H Fill in: firm, typical, crowded, simple, long, return, extend. 

 

 1 When you meet Mr Johnson for the first time, ……………………….. a hand to greet him. 

 2 The central square is a very ……………………….. place – it’s full of people and it’s difficult to 

find a table at any of the cafés. 

 3 In the UK, “Hi” is a(n) ……………………….. greeting for friends and family. 

 4 If someone smiles at you, …………………….. the gesture, or you may be considered rude. 

 5 When I asked Tom how he was, I didn’t expect such a(n) ……………………….. reply – he 

was talking for ages! 

 6 If you don’t know someone very well, the best way to greet them is with a smile and a(n) 

……………………….. handshake. 

 7 When I asked Susan if she enjoyed her holiday, I expected a(n) ……………………….. 

answer, like “yes, thanks.” Instead, she told me every detail of her trip! 

 

 

 I Fill in: address, talk, make, greet, be, share, look, keep, compliment, show and then 

answer the questions about the text. Write T (true) or F (false). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hi, my name’s Luca and I’m from Madrid. On a recent trip to the UK, I learnt a lot about 

British manners. I thought I’d share my experiences to help other tourists who are thinking 

of visiting Britain. 

 British people don’t always 1) ……………………… each other with a kiss on the cheek 

– they are more likely to shake hands, especially if they don’t know you very well. 

 When you meet someone for the first time, 2) ……………………… sure you use their 

title and last name to 3) ……………………… them in order to 4) ……………………… 

respect. 

 It’s polite to 5) ……………………… people on their appearance, for example by telling 

them that you like their clothes or shoes. But 6) ……………………… aware that it’s 

impolite to say anything negative, so don’t tell somebody that they 

7) ……………………… tired or ill.  

 In public places, like trains, 8) ……………………… your distance from other people – 

personal space is very important. Also, don’t 9) ……………………… loudly on your 

mobile phone as it’s considered annoying. 

 If you are invited to 10) ……………………… a meal with British people, remember not 

to talk with your mouth full, keep your elbows off the table, and always say ‘please’ and 

‘thank you’. 



 1 British people always kiss each other when they meet.  .......... 

 2 In Britain, it’s polite to call a person by their first name when you meet them for  

the first time. .......... 

 3 In the UK, it’s polite to tell people if they look ill or tired. .......... 

 4 Talking on the phone in a loud voice is considered rude in Britain. .......... 

 5 It’s important to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ in the UK. .......... 

 

 

 Complaining & Apologising 

 

 J Fill in: leave, park, make, play, throw, let, damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Simon@happy.mail 

   Helen@write.com 

   Moving house 

Hi Helen! 
 

How are you? I’m just sending an email to say that I’m finally moving house! 

I’m so happy – my neighbours have been driving me crazy. On one side, I 

have the Robinsons. They 1) …………………. loud music and they 

2) …………………. their dog bark all day and night. Also, their four children 

are outside until very late and they 3) …………………. a lot of noise. I never 

get any peace! The kids also 4) …………………. property – I have had my 

greenhouse roof smashed twice by their football.  
 

On the other side, I have Mr and Mrs Thomas. They are very quiet 

neighbours, but they are so messy! They 5) …………………. rubbish 

outside their house, which looks untidy and smells awful. Worst of all, they 

6) …………………. litter onto my property – I have found empty cans and 

bottles in my garden. Mrs Thomas also thinks she can 7) …………………. 

her car in front of my driveway. I was late for work three times last week 

because I had to wait for her to move it! 
 

It’s a good thing I’m moving – I can’t stand living here much longer! I’ll let 

you know my new address soon.   
 

Take care, 
 

Simon 

mailto:Simon@happy.mail


 Life changes 

 

 K Fill in: adopt, start, have, reach, win, make, go, grow, share, set up in the correct 

form. 

 

 1 Lucy is going to ………………………… her own business – she plans to open a restaurant in 

the centre of town. 

 2 By helping the homeless to find jobs and rebuild their lives, Tom hopes to 

………………………… the world a better place. 

 3 Louise has decided to ………………………… her own food for a year. She isn’t going to buy 

anything from shops. 

 4 Have you heard? John ………………………… a scholarship to Oxford University. He is 

starting the course in September. 

 5 Daniel ………………………… a charity which gives free school books to children living in 

poverty. 

 6 Marie and Sam are going to ………………………… a child from an orphanage in Romania. 

 7 Sharon would never ………………………… cosmetic surgery – she likes the way she looks. 

 8 There isn’t much food to eat and the children often ………………………… hungry. 

 9 During the play, Rob will ………………………… the stage with many famous actors and 

actresses. 

 10 Fiona finally ………………………… her goal of getting a degree in Economics from Harvard 

University. 

 

 

 L Choose the correct item. 

 

 1 It’s difficult and exciting/challenging to live without money, but people like Mark Boyle have 

shown us that it is possible. 

 2 It’s very satisfying/passionate to plant fruit and vegetables and watch them grow. 

 3 It was scary/risky for Susan to spend all her savings on opening a café, but luckily her 

business is doing well. 

 4 I bought a(n) organic/solar panel so that I could use energy from the sun to heat the water 

in my house. 

 5 The world leaders/addicts are meeting to decided what to do about environmental issues. 

 6 When we’re camping, we often split/pick wild food to eat. 

 

 



 M Match the two columns. 

 

1  homeless a university 

2  top b train 

3  underground c food 

4  social  d chef 

5  award-winning e shelter 

6  home-grown f issues 

 

 

 Stages in life 

 

 N Choose the correct item. 

 

 1 Mariana made quite an entry/entrance at the party – everyone turned to see her beautiful 

dress and new hairstyle.  

 2 The businessman lost most of his wealth/prosperity when his company collapsed. 

 3 I love the hustle and bustle/buzz of big cities, but my best friend prefers small, quiet towns. 

 4 Lisa is so clumsy/awkward! She broke another glass this morning. 

 5 We bought brightly-coloured decorations/celebrations for Penny’s birthday party. 

 6 Sally and Pete are going to wait until they have finished decorating their house before they 

have/get any children. 

 7 My cousin is only a(n) toddler/infant – he was born a few months ago. 

 8 Did you know that Rachel and Dave are married/engaged? The wedding is next summer. 

 

 O Match the two columns. 

 

1  wedding a band 

2  marching b entrance 

3  fairytale c ceremony 

4  spectacular d wedding 

 

 

 P Fill in: married, a baby, school, children, engaged, university, divorced, kindergarten, 

martial problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

get 

start 

go to 



 

 Appearance & Character 

 

 Q Read the text and replace the underlined words with their opposites from 

the list. 

 

  dark, well-built, tall, blonde, thin, straight, rude, outgoing, long 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 R Choose the correct adjective. 

 

 1 My sister Leah has just started college. She is in her late teens/early forties. 

 2 Martin is going to start doing some exercise because he is quite skinny/plump. 

 3 Julia has pierced/tattoo ears. 

 4 Travis has bald/wavy hair. 

 5 Roger is of straight/medium height. 

 6 My neighbour is young/middle aged – I think she’s about 50 years old. 

 

Body language 

 

 S Fill in: contagious, embarrassed, self-conscious, nervous, excited, jerky, asleep, 

overweight. 

 

 1 Julia is a(n) ………………………. person and doesn’t like it when people stare at her. 

 2 Peter was very ………………………. before his driving test and he stayed up all night 

worrying about it. 

 3 Yawning is ………………………. – if you see someone else yawn, you will usually find 

yourself yawning too! 

 4 Hiccups occur when air is pulled into the body in a(n) ………………………. way. 

 5 Jack must have been extremely tired –he has already been ………………………. for eleven 

hours and he’s still in bed! 

 6 The doctor thinks Jude snores because he is ………………………. . If he does some 

exercise and loses some weight, the snoring may stop. 

 7 Lydia looked so ………………………. when the teacher read out her essay – she was 

blushing! 

 8 I’m so ………………………. about our trip to the theme park next week! I’ve been wanting to 

go for ages. 

My cousin Rebekah is 1) …………………… short and 2) …………………… fat. She 

has 3) …………………… short hair, which is 4) …………………… curly. She has 

5) …………………… pale skin and brown eyes. Rebekah is 6) …………………… shy 

and has lots of friends. 

Rebekah’s brother, Mark, is 7) …………………… skinny and he looks like his sister 

because they both have 8) …………………… dark hair and brown eyes. They have 

very different characters, though. Mark is not very popular because he is 

9) …………………… polite and selfish. 



 T Choose the correct item. 

 

 1 Exercise stretches/increases our heart rate and makes us breathe more quickly. 

 2 Never drive when you’re tired – you need to stay/become alert when you’re on the road. 

 3 We cough when something vibrates/irritates our airways, throat or lungs. 

 4 Harry knew he was getting a cold because he was snoring/sneezing all morning. 

 5 Kelly can’t have flowers in the house – their dust/pollen makes her eyes itch. 

 6 Beth has a(n) virus/allergy to nuts and so she has to be careful what she eats. 

 7 Don’t eat so fast – you might get coughs/hiccups. 

 8 Our bodies breathe/release adrenalin when we are scared, excited or embarrassed. 

 9 The voice box/throat generates sound, which allows us to speak. 

 10 The singer had to retire because she had put too much strain on her vocal cords/lungs. 

 

Verbs 

 

 U Fill in: retire, leap, signify, invite, catch, graduate, embarrass, experience, ride, become, 

achieve, move.  

 

 1 We’re not doing anything later. Why don’t we …………………………….. Diane and Kevin 

over for dinner? 

 2 Hindu weddings are important occasions because they …………………………….. the 

marriage of two families, as well as two people. 

 3 Stay away from those girls – they are always trying to …………………………….. others by 

making up gossip about them. 

 4 Joseph stayed in Tibet for a year because he wanted to ………………………….. a different 

way of life.  

 5 I was late, so I decided to …………………………….. a taxi from the station instead of 

walking. 

 6 Amy learnt to …………………………….. a horse when she was six years old. 

 7 If Tony passes his exams, he will …………………………….. from university in July. 

 8 Malcolm will be 65 next month and so he is going to …………………………….. from his job 

at the factory and start claiming his pension. 

 9 Louise and Tom want to live more simply. They have decided to …………………………….. 

into a caravan and live without money for a year. 

 10 Oliver worked very hard to …………………………….. his goal of starting his own business. 

 11 Babies don’t blush. It’s only after we grow and …………………………….. aware of other 

people’s thoughts that we start feeling embarrassment. 

 12 Mike loves that band, so if you offer him tickets to their concert, he will ……………………….. 

at the chance! 

 

 



 Prepositions 

 

 V Fill in the correct preposition. 

 

 1 I sympathise ………… Colin – I know what it’s like to fail an important exam. 

  A for B to C with D at 

 

 2 The charity offered Evan a gift as a token ………… thanks for everything he had done for 

them. 

  A of  B with  C for  D in 

 

 3 Don’t spend all your money ………… clothes and shoes – you need to start saving for 

university. 

  A on  B for  C to  D from 

 

 4 Susie suffers ………… terrible back pain. Some days, she can’t even get out of bed. 

  A with  B from  C of  D for 

 

 5 On this course, we’ll teach you how to deal ………… difficult customers. 

  A on  B to  C with  D in 

 

 6 This is ………… doubt my favourite film of all time. 

  A in  B without  C with  D from 

 

 7 I feel sorry ………… Michelle – she really wanted to go to that college, but she didn’t manage 

to get good enough grades. 

  A with  B to  C of  D for 

 

 8 Carl is very shy and he hates speaking ………… public. 

  A to  B for  C at  D in 

 

 9 According ………… experts, not getting enough sleep can cause people to have trouble 

concentrating. 

  A to  B from  C by  D of 

 

 10 If you see Bella, be sure to compliment her ………… her new haircut – she’s very pleased 

with it. 

  A for  B on  C with  D to 

 

 



 Phrasal verbs 

 

 W Underline the correct particle. 

 

 1 My new car broke up/down the very first time I took it for a drive. 

 2 We’ll be able to get off in a minute – the train is just about to pull into/in the station. 

 3 I didn’t expect them to just turn out/up at the house without calling first. I didn’t have enough 

food! 

 4 I’ll try to find up/out what time the swimming pool closes. 

 5 Isabelle looked after/for our dog while we were on holiday and took him for walks. 

 6 Cathy is going to give up/out her part-time job so that she can concentrate on her studies. 

 7 Ian has decided to take up/out the job at his father’s company for the summer. 

 8 The charity hands over/out free, hot meals to the homeless. 

 9 Lizzie takes up/after her father – they both have blue eyes and black hair. 

 10 Please turn down/over the volume – your music is far too loud. 

 

 

 Word formation  

 

 X Fill in the correct word derived from the word in brackets. 

 

 1 Studying abroad is a ……………………….. experience which gives you new skills and helps 

develop your character. (REWARD) 

 2 Gary has shown tremendous ……………………….. to the charity – he spends all his free 

time campaigning and raising money. (DEDICATE) 

 3 It was Faye’s strong ……………………….. that helped her to succeed. (DETERMINE) 

 4 I thought Robin was very ……………………….. – he kept laughing while he was apologising. 

(SINCERE) 

 5 I believe that money alone cannot bring you ……………………….. . (HAPPY) 

 6 Max is used to wearing jeans and a T-shirt, so he didn’t like wearing a suit and tie – he felt 

……………………….. . (COMFORT) 

 7 It was ……………………….. to run the marathon, but Martin was glad that he had done it. 

(CHALLENGE) 

 8 Jellyfish are very difficult to see as they are almost ……………………….. . (VISIBLE) 

 9 At Hindu weddings, Mehndi designs are used as a symbol of ……………………….. and 

happiness for the future. (PROSPER) 

 10 Lisa is ……………………….. about helping children who live in poverty. (PASSION) 

 



Hi Miranda! I 6) ...................................... (just/decorate) my kitchen in a very modern style 

and it looks great! I 7) .................................. (install) shiny black cupboards in the kitchen, 

with a matching cooker and refrigerator. I 8) ................................ (paint) the walls bright 

white and I 9) ................................ (put) some colourful pictures on the walls. My tip for 

you is to choose simple, modern furniture and fittings – it will make your flat seem bigger. 
 

Josie, Leeds 

Hello Miranda, welcome to the DIY Forum! My name is Chris and I 4) ......................... (be) 

an interior designer for fifteen years. Obviously, I 5) ..................................... (not/see) your 

new flat, so I can’t tell you which paint or furniture to choose. However, if I had to give you 

one piece of advice, I would say pick your style – modern, traditional, retro – and stick to it. 
 

Chris, Oxford 

Hi Miranda. 10) ...................................... (you/think) about getting some computer 

software to help you? My friend 11) ...................................... (just/start) decorating his 

house and he 12) ...................................... (buy) a fantastic computer program which 

shows him how his house will look when it’s finished. I 13) ...................................... 

(not/use) the program myself, but my friend says it’s really easy to operate.  

Maybe you could try it? I 14) ...................................... (notice) some sites on the Internet 

where you can test the program for free. 
 

Nick, Cardiff 

Hi, my name is Miranda and I 1) ...................................... (just/ move) 

into a new flat. I 2) ...................................... (always/ dream) of 

decorating my own home, but now I’m here I could really use some 

advice! 3) ...................................... (anyone/got) any tips? Thanks in 

advance! 
 

Miranda, Glasgow 

Grammar 
 
 Present Perfect 

 

 A Complete the text with the correct form of the present perfect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 already/yet/since/for/ever/never 
 

 B Fill in the sentences with words from the list: already, yet, since, for, ever, 

never. 
 

 1 A: What do you think of your new computer? 

  B: It’s great. I haven’t had any problems …………………………… . 
 

 2 A: Have you been waiting long? 

  B: Yes, I’ve been here …………………………… an hour. 
 

 3 A: Shall we go to Paris next summer? 

  B: Sure! I have …………………………… been there before.  
 

 4 A: Have you …………………………… travelled abroad? 

  B: No, I haven’t. 
 

 5 A: How long has Kate been studying English? 

  B: She has been studying English …………………………… she was seven. 
 

 6 A: Should I tidy the living room? 

  B: No, I have …………………………… done it. 
 
 

 Present Perfect vs Past Simple 
 

 C Use present perfect or past simple to complete the sentences. 
 

 1 write  

  a Sheila  ................................................................  her first novel when she was at school. 

  b Janet  .....................................................................................  a lot of successful novels. 
 

 2 be 

  a Our football coach  ................................................................................. a football player  

before he started working with young people. 

  b Josh  ....................................................................  a bus driver since he was twenty one. 
 

 3 go 

  a They  ..................................................................................................  to China last year. 

  b John isn’t here. He  .......................................................................................  to the park. 
 

 4 hurt 

  a She  ...............................................................................  her arm and now she’s in pain. 

  b Peter  ..........................................................  his leg during the football match yesterday. 
 

 5 make 

  a Mum  ...........................................................................  pancakes. They smell wonderful. 

  b Her best friend  ......................................  a delicious birthday cake for her last Saturday. 
 

 6 start 

  a I  ..................................................  reading poetry. I am not sure I understand it, though. 

  b Ann  ............................................................................  piano lessons three months ago. 



 D Read the article and put the verbs in brackets into the present perfect or 

past simple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Joseph Rodriguez was born in Los Angeles, California. At the age of 13,  

he 1) …………………………… (join) a local gang and throughout his 

teenage years he 2) …………………………… (spend) a lot of time in  

probation camps and local jails. Finally, he 3) ……………………………  

(end up) in a maximum security prison and it was then, when he 

4) …………………………… (be) 28 years old, that Joseph  

5) …………………………… (decide) to turn his life around.  
 

Since then, he 6) …………………………… (never/look back). After  

being released from prison, he 7) …………………………… (attend)  

university to train as a registered nurse. When he 8) …………………………… (graduate), 

he started work in the Intensive Care unit of St. Bernadine Medical Centre and he 

9) …………………………… (work) there ever since. 
 

In addition to his work at the hospital, Joseph 10) …………………………… (also/set up) 

the charity GRIT (Gang Reduction Intervention Team). This organisation teaches valuable 

skills to teens affected by gangs and encourages those expelled from school to return to 

education. GRIT 11) …………………………… (already/help) many teenagers to escape 

gang life and it is currently helping hundreds more.  
 

From his troubled beginnings as a gang member, Joseph Rodriguez 

12) …………………………… (become) an important part of the community. Both in his job 

as a nurse and through his charity GRIT, he 13) …………………………… (already/change) 

the lives of countless people, and his good work still continues. 



 Present Perfect Continuous 
 

 E It’s 7 o’clock on a Thursday night. Look at the information and write what 

the people have been doing and how long they have been doing it for, as in 

the example. 

 

Name Started Activity 

Carla 6:00 pm chat on the phone 

Simon 5:00 pm play computer games 

Lydia 6:30 pm shop online 

Paul 5:30 pm do homework 
 

 1 Carla has been chatting on the phone for one hour/an hour/since 6:00. 

 2 Simon  .................................................................................................................................  

 3 Lydia  ..................................................................................................................................  

 4 Paul  ....................................................................................................................................  

 

 

 Present Perfect, Past Simple & Present Perfect Continuous 
 

 F Put the verbs in brackets into the present perfect, past simple or present 

perfect continuous. 
 

 1 A: I ………………………… (not/see) Lucy since this morning. Do you know where she is? 

  B: Yes, she ………………………… (just/call) me. She’s at the bank and she 

………………………… (wait) in the queue for over an hour! 
 

 2 A: How long ………………………… (Mike/study) at university? It seems like ages! 

  B: Well, he ………………………… (complete) his first degree two years ago, but now he’s 

doing another course, so he ………………………… (be) there five years altogether. 
 

 3 A: Mrs Thompson ………………………… (not/collect) her post this week. Is she away on 

holiday? 

  B: Yes, she ………………………… (leave) last Saturday. We ………………………… (look 

after) her cat all week. 
 

 4 A: You’re late. Where ………………………… (you/be)?  

  B: I ………………………… (miss) the bus at 7.30 and I had to wait an hour for the next 

one. Sorry I ………………………… (not/call) you, but I forgot my mobile phone. 
 

 5 A: No one ………………………… (see) Ben for weeks. I hope he’s OK. 

  B: Don’t worry, I ……………………… (speak) to him yesterday. He ………………………… 

(work) night shifts at the hospital so he ………………………… (sleep) during the day. 
 

 6 A: ………………………… (you/finish) reading the newspaper yet? 

  B: No, I ………………………… (only/read) it for five minutes!  



 Logical assumptions/deductions 

 
 G Complete the exchanges with must or can’t. 

 

 1 A: You ………………… have seen this film! It’s really famous! 

  B: I’m afraid I’ve never even heard of it. 

 

 2 A: Jason ………………… be at university. He’s only seventeen! 

  B: Apparently, his grades were so good that he started a year early. He ………………… be 

really clever. 

 

 3 A: You ………………… be bored! There’s so much to do here. 

  B: Well, I’ve read all those books and I’m tired of watching TV. There ………………… be 

something more interesting to do on a rainy day. 

 

 4 A: This bracelet ………………… be real gold – it only costs £10! 

  B: You’re right. If it’s real gold, the price tag ………………… be wrong. 

 

 5 A: You ………………… be tired. You’ve been working on that project all day. 

  B: Yes, I am pretty sleepy. 

 

 6 A: Phil ………………… have called – he’s left his phone on the table. 

  B: Well, he ………………… have borrowed a phone from one of his friends, because I just 

spoke to him! 

 

 

 Tenses of the infinitive/-ing form 

 
 H Choose the correct item. 

 

 1 I can’t wait to see/to have seen Mariana’s wedding dress. 

 2 Luke appears to have bought/to buy a new car. 

 3 I can tell you that the film is very funny, watching/having watched it myself. 

 4 Sara seems to have been studying/to study very hard lately. 

 5 They expect to have been using/to be using the new gym facilities this time next year. 

 6 It’s considered rude to be chewing/to chew with your mouth open. 

 7 Ellie says that playing/to play an instrument in an orchestra is not as glamorous as it 

sounds. 

 8 Eating/Having eaten his food myself, I can promise you that the chef is one of the best. 

 

 



 Key Word Transformations 

 

 

 I Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 

sentence, using the word given. Use two to five words to complete each 

gap. 

 

 1 I’m sure it was Carol that I saw at the park.  

  MUST 

  It  ......................................................................................................  that I saw at the park. 
 

 2 He hasn’t seen Jack for two weeks. 

  TIME 

  The last .................................................... Jack was two weeks ago. 
 

 3 Fran started playing tennis when she retired. 

  UP 

  Fran .................................................... when she retired. 
 

 4 I’m not planning to go out, so there is a possibility that I’ll be here when you get back. 

  MIGHT 

  I’m not planning to go out, so I .................................................... you get back. 
 

 5 Interrupting others when they are talking is bad manners. 

  RUDE 

  It is .................................................... others when they are talking. 
 

 6 I’m sorry, but I’m certain Nick isn’t here. 

  HAVE 

  I’m sorry, but Nick  ........................................................................................................  out. 
 

 7 It’s a long time since they last visited their grandchildren. 

  NOT 

  They  ...........................................................................................................  for a long time. 
 

 8 Jack appeared at Jane’s wedding unexpectedly. 

  UP 

  Jack ....................................................................................  Jane’s wedding unexpectedly. 
 

 9 They have been walking for hours and now they are tired. 

  HAVING 

  After  ........................................................................................................... , they feel tired. 
 

 10 It is the first time she has been to India. 

  NEVER 

  She  ............................................................................................................  to India before. 



Reading 
 

Read the text. Five sentences are missing. Match the sentences (A-E) to the 

gaps (1-5). There is one extra sentence. 

 

 
 

by Sarah Jones 
 

 A They crowded around us with big smiles on their faces and placed necklaces around our 

necks.  

 B It will always remind me of the amazing time I had in the Maasai village. 

 C The Maasai had no personal space and few possessions. 

 D They told us all about the lives of the Maasai, past and present. 

 E Some of my friends had decided to go backpacking, but I was keen to experience something 

a little more meaningful. 

 F They also loved to pose for photos and then look at them on my digital screen! 

After I had finished my exams last year, I really needed to take a break by doing something 

totally different.  After plenty of online research, I came across a company that specialises in 

giving young people the opportunity to spend time with African tribes. This really appealed to me 

and before I knew it I was arriving tired, dusty but excited after a day-long journey in the Maasai 

village that I had decided to visit.  

The moment myself and the 6 others in my group stepped out of our vehicle, the Maasai began 

singing, chanting and dancing. It was absolutely incredible! The Maasai are such a colourful 

people with their bold jewellery and the red, blue and purple blankets they wear.  Then they 

led us to the huts where we would stay, which were covered in cow dung and mud and had cow 

hides on the ground for us to sleep on. Many laughing children followed us, one of whom was 

holding a newborn goat! 

During my visit, I noticed many huge differences between the way of life I was used to and that 

of the Maasai.  There was no running water or electricity and girls of maybe 5 or 6 years old 

sat on the ground making jewellery. Boys spent much of their days watching cattle grazing.  

We spent our 3 days visiting the school house, helping to prepare food and collect firewood and 

we even milked goats and learned how to make Maasai beads. One morning, we went on a nature 

walk to learn about local wildlife and plants used in traditional Maasai medicine, which I found 

fascinating!  

My favourite part of my stay though was interacting with the children. They taught me how to 

count to 10 in Maa (the Maasai language) and some other basic words. They had some interesting 

questions for me such as ‘How many cows do you own?’ and ‘Do you have lightning where you 

live?’  

This was truly a life-changing experience. Before leaving, I bought a necklace which is now one 

of my most treasured possessions.  If you ever get the chance to spend time with these 

amazing people, go for it! You certainly won’t regret it! 



 


